THE BESPOKE GROUP
PHOTOGRAPHY WORKSHOP

YOU DECIDE!
Photography Workshops with a Location and Itinerary of Your
Choice Anywhere in the UK, Europe and Beyond!
(available for numbers between 2 – 10 people booking together)
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Do you want something different from the usual workshop or holiday where you’re told where to go and
what you’re going to shoot? Do you or your friends or colleagues have a favourite location or somewhere
that you want to capture with great photography? If so, Nigel can work with you to organise a workshop of
your choice of 2 days. Just contact him and ask for a quotation based on your location.

Where we go
Whether you want to visit a National Park, live or
work in one of our great cities, or simply have a
favourite spot, we’ll create a workshop
specifically for you.
Areas like Newcastle and the North East for
example, provide a great opportunity to easily
combine both urban cityscapes and remote rural
and coastal landscapes within the same trip.
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When we shoot
The itinerary will be agreed with you and entirely
flexible. We will probably spend the most time
on location to make the most of the workshop,
with indoor tuition largely on days when the
weather is poor and in any downtime you wish;
but this will be entirely up to you! Dawn and
dusk shoots can be included on each or any day
– if you want them!
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What we include
The trip can be designed to include whatever
you need, in both photographic priorities and
content, and priced accordingly. For example
if you need transport and / or accommodation
arranged we can help with this or you can
arrange this yourself and we’ll just provide
great tuition! Remember our costs will need to
be covered though and these would be fully
agreed with you in advance
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Although our courses are essentially outdoor or ‘landscape’ based, any course participant needing advice
on any other aspect or subject in photography need only ask and Nigel will do his best to help and allow
time for you to practise your preference or subject during the workshop.

What we charge
We charge a basic day rate as follows:
 £350 per days tuition for couples
 £450 per day for tuition for groups from 3-6
 £700 per day for groups from 7-10 (this
allows for a second tutor)
 £70 / £100 per day for our subsistence /
accommodation (all agreed in advance)
 Transport charged at £0.25 per mile to and
between destinations
 Flights & other on-costs for overseas trips
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If you’d like an overseas trip, Nigel can work with you on planning, including the location, itinerary,
accommodation and other logistics and everything else needed to ensure a superb trip. He is familiar with
many countries in Europe and beyond, particularly the Alps and other mountain locations. He can also
advise on great countries and locations to visit.

The Austrian Alps
So take advantage of this unique opportunity to book your own photography workshop or holiday and
return with the images you’ve already wanted!

CONTACT NIGEL FORSTER:

Tel: 01874 676402 / 07815 089835
Email: nigel@creativephotographywales.com

www.creativephotographywales.com

